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USAGE Status  as of 1(June 1951 

1. USAGE l s status as an agent in direct contact with POB rather than as
an agent of ZIPPER dates from early 1950: the decision to drop him,
for refusing to submit operational data on his intelligence contacts,
was made by ZIPPER at a staff meeting held on 25 January p..95.,q and
direct contact was established by Pullach soon thereaff,er: T—It was
believed by POB at this time that he was an experienced intelligence
operator who possessed an unusually wide circle of friends, acquaint-
ances and contacts and whose grasp of the political intelligence
field throughout the Balkans, and to a lesser extent in western Europe,
could profitably be exploited. He was on the point of completing a
Rumanian study which had been under wEfy for several weeks and it was
expected that this study would provide the basis for the establishment
of operations into the Balkans.

2. In March 1950 USAGE submitted a comprehensive "Analysis of the Austrian
IS Picture," complete with ten diagrams showing his contacts and all
of their remifications. At about the same time he sutinitted a list of
GVA members which proved to be the most complete listing obtaired to
date, and reported information on GVA cover firms and other matte re
which also was of considerable value to cur understanding of ZIPPER.
His detailed and comprehensive knowledge of all matters dealt with
seemed to justify the decision to retain his services.

3. For the next six months (i.e., until a.pproximately August 1950), USAGE
was permitted, largely because of Pu.Llach personnel problems, to
operate free of any strict supervision and yoph-alas without ac3ecuate •
briefing on targets and priorities. During this period he submitted
a tremendous volume of reports, larEely on the internal Austrian
situation and largely overt in nature. It becarre apparent that his
greatest efforts were going into the production of reports which were
of practically no interest to us, although they were valued by USFA
for political and analytical content. At the same time there was a
great deal of general confusion on the subject of USA HE and uncertainty
as to the reliability of his reportage, because of his failure to
supply information permitting identification of the sources of his
reports and because USAGE and his operations were never organized on
a project basis. Considertble guesswork regarding sources was indulged
in and a gneatcideallef dissatisfaction with the caliber of his prccluction
was expressed. USAGE himself, however, was psrmitt ed to continue his
work more or less without guidance and unaware of his true status with
US intelligence.

4. On 24 August 1950, following a station reassessment of his operational
assets and .record of production, USAGE was informed that his Austrian
activities were to be sharpat curtailed and that major emphasis was to
be placed by him on the developzent and activation of his Hungarian
and Rumanian operational possibilities. He was instructed that it
would be necessary for him to produce detailed operational information
which would provide adequate basis for the evaluation of his reports,
and that the political and sociological studies in which he was
interested (i.e., on Rumania) but which he had not yet produced, were
to be de=emphasized until such time as he had established his abilit3r.-6.
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to mount operations into the Balkans. He was given instructions, in
sum, both as to targets and operational procedures and it was made
clear to him that his continued employment by FOB would d pend upon
his ability to reorient'his work toward the collection of information
on satellite areas.

5. During the next six months' period, between Augast 1950 and March 1951,
USAGE again identified his intelligence conrections, now fermalized
as nets bearing alphabetical designations. These nets included several
Austrian as well as individual Hungarian and Rumanian nets, and their

• identification considerably simplified the mass of information on USAGE
connections and aided the evaluation of the USAGE intelligence potential.

• In the case of Austria, the data which he supplied larzely represented
operational information long overdue (i.e., the identification of persons
or groups from whom he was already obtaining information or reports);
the data

in the
which

form he
of subm tted o	 415s2d Hungary, on the other hand,

was specific proposals (plus
background studies). In both instances there was provided the basis
for reaching decisions regarding USAGE'S future work.

6. As of 14June 1951, the Austrian reporting has been greatly decreased
and specific instructions have been given to USAGE concerning his
individual Austrian agents and their future use; final decision on
USAGE's proposed Rumanian operations was reached following study of
the voluminous material submitted by him and he presumably has been
informed of this decision; and-similar consideration of proposed'
Hungarian operations is noWin process. Attached are separate state-
ments giving the lfJune 1951 status of the three categories of USAGE
.)operations l a.m.A. A- 144-4--A.A	 %
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Tax Evasion Incielent

1. Prior to 14 April 1951 USAGE requested authorization to sin the name
Captain Albert EISNER to a letter certifying that the USAGE cover firm,
AUSTRIA VERLAGS gmbh, Vienna, had been advanced certain schilling
amounts, which later had been paid back. The purpose of the maneuver
was to avoid Austrian taxation of funds used by the firm, and permission
was categorically denied. On 14 April USAGE signed the certificate,
however,_usiRgthe full name Captain Albert A. EISNER, Headquarters
Field Survey Detachment, APO 541, Salzburg, atesting that the firm had
received deposits of 350 1000 schillings in connection.with a publicat-
ions project and had refunded all of the money except 75,083 schillings)
Withheld for expenses incurred; Subsequently, during the course of a
routine verification of the EISNER signature, the Austrian Ministry, of
Finance discovered that the signature was not valid and became
interested in pressing charges against the AUSTRIA VERLAGS for falsificat-
ion of income tax returns. Representations were made to USFA, which
handed the case over to CID for disposition. The incident was first
reported by Pullach on 12 June and from this date until early Septedber.
pressure for satisfaction was brought Wear on CID, particularly by
the Austrian tax agent handling the case,,yUELIXER who stood to collect
a percentage of any fine levied on menbers of the' AUSTRIA VERLAGS.

2. The nature of the infcrmation uncovered in the preliminary check made
by CID upon receipt of the case, as well as the general tenor of the
representations made by the Austrian government, made it apparent to
CID that the matter probably was one of intelligence. The case was
referred to our Vienna station through routine liaison channels, 41H,
Puilach interest in the case was established, and CID was requested to
continue to forestall Austrian inquiries in the matter until decisions
could be reached- on AIS action.

3.
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The case then hung fire for two months, during which time various
possible lines of action were considered. Confusing elements mere
injected into the case in the form of questionable items of informat-
ion on the cover firm and its activities and personnel, but the chief
decision which had to be reached was tite-datomni-wetrien-ef whether any
efforts should be made to intervene on behalf of USAGE, and if SD what
intervention was most desirable, or whether to permit him to extracate
himself, as he claimed he could do by having the matter pigeon-holed
in the Finance Ministry, Initial reactions were to assist USAGE rather
than to permit him to make uncontrollable and unknown representations
to the Austrian government. Further .consideration of the risks
involved in possible intervention(by attempting to backstop the
falsified letter or by• high level CID or other official approach to
the Austrian government) ) or by bribery of the tax agent, however, led
to the decision to obtain a written statement from USAGE giving the =
full details of the case, for possible use as a control instrument, and
to otherwise let the Austrian investigation run its course. It was
calculated that during the course of such investigation and prosecution
bankruptcy proceedings against the director of the AUSTRIA VERLAGS,
Anton JETSCHNY, probably would result, and that the EISNER letter
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probably would be identified as forgery, since no American support
for its authenticity would be offered. Reliance was placed on
USAGE'S belief that JETSCHNY would not involve him in any possiiie
proceedinzs against JETSCHNY, and his further belief that he mould
be able to quash within the Justice Ministry any criminal charges
preferred against himself or JETSCHNY as a result of the forged
letter.

4. Toward the end of August it seemed likely that the case would be
prosecuted, since CID informed that it would be forced to answer
the Austrian charges by 31 August or face a formal complaint lodged
by the Austrian Finance Ministry withh USFA. However, at about the
same time it was learned through JETSCHNY, who had been able to offer
the tax agent's wife employment unknown to her husband and through
her to keep informed of the progress of the case, t hat as of 4 September
the case was stalled because no information had been received from
'CID and that the entire case would be dropped if no additional informat-
ion was received from CID within another four weeks. There the case
apparently ended. No information ha s been received on the subject
since September 1950.

5. Prior to the "conclusion" of the case, the following el eme nts of the
situation became known:

a. The official Austrian investigation revealed to the Austrian
authorities that the AUSTRIA VaLAGS gmbh obviously was a
cover firm for other activities, since two of the four listed
partners were Charwomen who received small suns from Anton
JETSCHNY for the use of their names, and since no references
to the firm could be located other than a listing in the
telephone book.

b. The Austrian officials claimed to have obtained documents
pertaining to an account labeled "Konto Buchroitner Engelbertp
maintained with JETSCHNY, according to the Iatter's sta t eme nt s
to the Austrians, by UN representatives, including American,
British, French and Soviet officers. JETSCHNY identified one
Captain TEPLIKOV, who was listed as having Withdrawn more than
130,000 schillings, as a Soviet officer with whom he had had
dealings but about whom he was "afraid to reveal more."

c. The check made by CID revealed that Anton JETSCHNY wis a well
known smuggler and bltackmarketeer in Vienna who had done	 -
considerable work,f or USIA. Information presumably obtained.
by Pullach from USAGE further indicated JETSCHNY's indebtedness,
to the extent of 300,000 schillings, to the Socialist VORWAERTS
VERLAG and his intention at one time of approaching the
VORWAERTS VERLAG for political intervention on his behalf to
prevent bankruptcy proceedings being instituted.

6. Turing the two months in Which the case was under revievr the following
inquiries or directives were sent to the field:
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a. Obtain f611 wrtcn c	 roa USAGE of tho =ti-_-e letter

:7. Aspects of the case uhidh were never clarified, or which are 'still
pending insofar as our files are concerned include the following:

a. It was assumed bY CID that the Austrian government probably
did not reveal the full exteat of te information which it
had uncovered in its investigation of the AUSTRIA VERLAGS.
Pall consideration udsgiven to the ramifications of this

.possibility when the risks involved in intervention on behalf
of USAGE. were being discussed. At present, however lack of
information makes it difficult to judge the degree of interest
which may have been taken by te government in the information
which it didcbtain, or of the interest which may have been

-4-ioused in keeping track of the firm and its activities and
• perSonnel on a continuing basis, although the ease against the

. covet firm apparently was dropped;

b. Thr:Thrganisation and functions of the AUSTRIA. VERLAGS remain
.:-- 1ergely unknown,- as do USAGE's connections with firm personnel,

JETSCRHY, his background and activities, etc. Pullach indicated
on 23:August 1950 *hat the firm probably would be eliminated

• from the cover picture as a result of the difficulties with the
Austrian tax authorities, but there has been no further.
information on this subject.

c.• No.indication has been made by Pullach (unless the control
.document not now at hand clarifies . this matter) as to whether

, any 'degree of control Was in, ,,fact established ()ter USAGE, or
of t_e strength of any statements which may have been 'made to
him indicating total disapproval of his action. It seems
likely that no such effeet as ever • achieved in view of the .
fact that the Austrian government never took abtion againSt him.,

514:4"	 4.c./p,s	 s

incident, to be held as a possible Ocntrol instrument.
(/ AI t. 7 .e...-t- ,4 ?.0 ii?)

b. Follow up USAGE.4ETSCHITY Connection and obtain explanation of

JETSCHITY l s relations with the Soviet officer. (
0
'!120 -6 ' -,..

c. Pouch list of ZIPPER activities in Austria using the cl

.1.7 cover.

Headouarters files contain a statement that the control instrument was
being pouched. by Pullach, but the document in question has rot been
located. No answer has ever been received to the request for -a follow-
through on JETSCHRY and his dealings with USAGE and others. -A statement
giving the history of GVL use of the r-, covsr was received, with a	 .
statement that personnel to whom this type of documentation ' 1 -d been
issued would be identified at p. later date (see Cover Rile). &11,4 ,4:1
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Austria 

1. The following information was provided by USAGE on those persons or
groups fromwhom he obtained reports or information on Austria:

a. AA net

AA 1
AA 2
AA 3
AA 4
AA 5
AA 6

b. CC net - USAGE headquarters staff, or direct USAGE contact.

CC 1 -PUSAGE
CC ..2 4. Anton BOEHM
CO 3 -NZnge ,von der TA.
CC 4 - Waltei-HAOSHERR,

; "--CC )1- Hermann PFAUNDLER-HADERMUR -
CC 12- Josef WIRTH
-CC 13- Wolfgang FFAUNDLER

EE net - Catholic Church connections.

EE 1 - Father Hugo kONTJOYE 	 -
EE 2 -I Father Marcel von PUTSEM
EE 3 -. Father Ludwig FRODL '
EE 4 - Otto SCHUIkaISTER
EE 5 --Otto la*

HH net

HR 1 - Anton FELLER

Sub-sources: Oswald SEEWALD, Rudolf KHECK, Lothar GREIL,
Stefan SCHACHERMAYER, Otto BRUNNER

HH 2 - Karl KRAMMER
HR 3 - Philipp METZLER

Sub-source: AUER, Thu.

HH 4 - Hans AMBROSIC
HR 5 - Fritz van TONGEL
HR 6 - Herbert KALHOFER
HH 7 Gunther BBENOSEHSS
.HH 8 - .Walter SCHNEEFUSS
HHH9 - Walter HAFNER.
hT 10- Anton KRONBERGER
HR 11- . Otto BRUNNER
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f. NN net

NN 1
NN 2
NN 3
NN
NN 5

g. PP net - Austrian Police and CI net, covering Land Salzburg and
having connections in Vienna and U-Cijoer Austria.

-
PP 1 - Oskar MODELHART
PP 2.- Karl HAGER
PP 3 — Friedrich MOINARr,
PP.4 - Franz CERMAK
PP .5 — JPklartia AMIERER
PP '6; — Gdorg EEIC41101 -
PP 7 -Wilhelm LEHNER
PP 8 - Heinrich ZICH
PP 9 — Kerl MR,TRL

PP 10- Herbert MODELHART
PP 11- Johann EMIG
PP 12- Konrad SCHROECK
PP 13- never identified
PP, 14- never identified

\
h. SS net - Socialist Party net, covering all of Austria.

SS- 1 --Okkar MODELHART (identical with PP 4.
SS 2 - LINSBAUER, fnu
SS 3 —,.Otto PROBST
SS 4 — GEIGER, fnu
SS 5 — FercOnand LINHART
SS 6 — Josef WEISSKIND
'SS 7 — Ernst HALLINGER
• SS 8 - Rupert .ZECHTL

TT net - Vorarlberg Security Directorate unit.

TT 1 - Wolfram BITSCHNAU
TT 2 - Wilhelm DIETRICH
TT 3 - Hans Jurg KIRSCH
TT 4 - VEDDER, f nu
TT . 5 - Leopold VOLUM
TT 6 - Karl von ITIMCLER

VV net
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2. In xarch 1951, following the identification of the above nets and
separate station study of the information submitted, Pullach, Vienna
and Sal:burg case officers jointly considered the question of 8810111,
position in the Austrian intelligetoe picture, and reached certain
decisions which further delimited his Austrian activities. Those
decisions bad the following effects on the nets which he claimed:

. a, AA net - Net to be retained only if operational names and details
were forthcoming and the net I s reporting became more
comprehensive; (ultimatum to this effect delivered to .
IMAM: prior to 7 April 1951).

b. 00 net Headquarters staff to be cut down.

a. MI net . atire . net to be dropped following an interrogation of
1 , (Pether Hugo XONST0111) on the subject of French

intelligence.

HR net - /18:1 (Anton mum) to be retained pending dehermination
of	 abilityability to *punt an operation to obtain Czech or
OMstrian . 011; entire net, except HE 3 (Philipp )(HITISB),
to be dropped if no results are apparent within a brief
period, 88 3 to be retained.

S. XX net - % Brodedisions reported.

f. U net--; Ho decisions reported.

c. rp net - Net to be eliminated except for one reliable agent in
Salsburge lins and Vienna, pp 1 (Oskar )(ODILHART) to.
be retained, and urged to develop agent:personnelin
the British and Preach sones of Austria. •

h. 88 net - 88.1 (identical with PP 1, Oskar KOMILHART) to be
retained: , remainder of not to bc,...:1ropped.

.1. TT aet let to be dropped.

. j. TV net Net to be retained. .Control and development of 79 4,
if and when he obtains a post in.Budapest, to be given,
particular attention,.

3. Thus, al of ]June• 1951, milt one net (V7) definitely is being retained;
thejuture of twonets IAA and MO is in the process of being determined;

tOtel . offive . agents are-being:retained from . thrse other nets (18, PP
„and OS): 'the MOB headquarters etit, (designated . 00) is •being dut-
downy . anciall other agents And nets have bow :eliminated or are on..tha
.process of being eliminated. (MI, XX, ./IH, SS and TT).

4, .However, althoughlnirlyalear cut decisions regarding. USAGE agents
.have . been:Made l; there repain . noticeable gaps in the-informatiot • which .•
:104vbeen • received•onAha•various nets. Such holes includt.thelollowings•

Ai net . Names, targets and other.Irperational:Anformation*s*Vor
been received, It is probable .thata ciertnin:aioUnt-of

..:••••••

-
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information is held in the field which has never been
transmitted to Washington, inasmuch as one pouch con-
tained the statement that r:	 believed that the
net leader (LA. 2, never , identified) had numerous
contact possibilities which possibly could be arploited.

b. CO net No information has been received on the directions, if:46n7,
given to USAGE on the extent and manner of reduction of
staff personnel, persons to be dropped, •tc., or on any
compliance by him with instructions. With regard to the
net designations, it will be noted that Hermann PIW7JOX41R-
HAMMER, Josef WIRTH and Wolfgang PY1UNDL1R hassbeen
identified with the designations CO 11, CC 12 and CO 13,
respectively, although their positions strictly.spenking
as stiff personnel is uncertain; VCC 13 is known to be
relative of MAU by marriage and to be an unpaid source..
No name have 	 been given for designations CO 6 through
CO 10, moreover, while CO 2 (Anton-BOUM), and CO 3 (Inge
von der TAM . have been identified by RAMO and as staff
personnel, and CC 4 has been identified by name. It is
probable that the CO group includes both members of VEAVElon
headquarters staff and persons with whom MU maintains
direct contact.

c. 21C net - Results of the debriefing of 22 1 Mather MOITJOY1* are
unknown as yet. The MGM file contains no clear state-
ment regarding the separation of 22 2 (Father Marcel van
CDTS/MO from the 21 net; USAGN originally identified 11
personnel as influential Catholic officials with *him he
maintains contact. It would appear, accordingly, that
the subject of Vas CUTS1M o s alleged ability to defect
Soviet military personnel is alacet of the situation which
developed only recently, and that this subject is being
dealt with apart from any 11 net consideration and in
conjunction with MOB case officers, whe ultimately will
handle any development of defection possibilities. Thus,
the decision to drop the entire 11 net following interrog-
ation of 11 1 apparently has been amended.to include the
retention of 21 2 (lather van OMEN), pending the reclapt
of further information on his operational possibilit2es.

d. ER net - MC information has been received on the outease of the .
action following instructions given to HR 1 (Anton 72111121
on the development of new operations. .Information on the
RE net is confused by the fact that HR l's listed sUbe
sources include the name of Otto BRUNNER, who also has an
EH designation (RR 11), although other sub-source to not;
this does not quite hinge with the.Pullach statement that
all persons having higher letter/nun:ler designations were
merely sub-sourcee of the net leader, Targets for the
various net sub-sources can mOv•ly be deduced from the
type of reports received; no study has been made of the
reports prmftced by the net but it would appear from state-
ments made in MGIA's that HR 1!. sub-sourcesproduee&

(Philipp mum concentrated on Communist:activities..
information on ICERNNETER circle activities, while ER II

It is noted, however, that Count Brar141R4N..whehas new
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been dropped and who never was given any net designation,
produced at least one report, also received through USAGE,
on KUM= activities.

o. MM net - No tOgets or biographical informationreiVever reported.

f. NN net - No targets or biographical information ritS ever reported.

S. PP net - No designation has been 'made as yet of the reliable agents
who are to be retained from this net, and no information
on the progress of PP 1 (Oskar MODELNART) in developing
new agent personnel has been received.

h. VT net - The USAGE file contains no record of the names or targets
of the TV not, and in particular no record of the identity
of vy 4, (44.

5. It will be noted that the USAGE files contain considerable correspondence
on the subject of reports evaluations. As indicated, strong statement of
diesatisfaction with Austrian reporting was conveyed to USAGE in August
1950, In. December of the same year, Pullach case officers met with
Vienna and Salzburg stattaersonne/ to consider USAGE operations, among
other subjects. At ISIKIShe time the complete and early4rmination of
all USAGE internal Austrian reporting was strongly recommended by the
Austrian staff, and the recommendation Was accepted in principle by
Pullach, subject to 7DM concurrence. In reporting to headquarters on
the matter, however, Pullach observed that evaluations of USAGE Austrian
reports in amoral had been sufficiently favorable to make difficult
the job. of directing USAGE to desist, citing worthlessness of reports.
There then ensued a series of exchanges between headquarters and the
field on the question of USAGE reports evaluations with headquarters
taking the stand that evaluations had been neither favorable enough nor
numerous enough to have been encouraging to USAGE.Thus, while everyone
(Washington, Pullach, Vienna, Salzburg) seems to hii4 been in agreement
on the necessity for clamping down on MIAM I * Austrian reporting, the
subject of the valuation to be placed. 0! reports produced was reopened •
and a certain lalk of agreement on just what the caliber of the
reporting had been was evident. Confusion undoubtedly arose from the
fact that ZIPPER (at the time USAGE was employed by ZIPPER) and UM
(which was the recipient of USAGE reports) were both primarily interested
in covevof the internal Austrian scene; their favorable reactions
probablijitluenced USAGE'. continued and expanded coverage of Austrian
affairs. Headquarters became convinced that the Austrian reports should
be elimlOeted because they were outside oe agency ti,Aget interest and
were not the product of clandestine operations, and was of the belief
that this opinion was shared by the Austrian field stations. Pullach
repeatedly cited favorable cUstomer reactions (ONE, UEFA, etc.) to
reports, however, and disagreed as to the valuation made by Austrian
field'stations. linal resolution was arrived at by March 1951,-
pairelim.lax4swith the joint decisions on disposition of the Austrian nets.
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9. Notes 0013 (11o1fgant'P1AMIDIall), brother-in-law of 113•05) has been
the subject of discussion, as a possible ULM penetration of OPO.

has 'visaed all disancsions with OPO on the natter,
as well as corredpondensa with the field, the general substanoe of
which is not known at the. ZIPPZEt desk.

110144660, dated 1 Jan 1951, outlined Wan g s new proposal for 03
govereimof the 9ovsone of Austria, .0ensatw and the 092. In 0110011CO•
the pion...stated that Alois rannati, run by Ha 1 (Antoa.PILI5131),
wonliilein4 for the' On at the Ind of Aute 1951 for • six weeks'
trip ihrOwirk the SoWiet Zone of Germany and the 034 . Almost no
other • infornation- was tarnished. (1:13•031/Develepaintal Project • 811W 1.)
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• 1. On	 Au wit 1950 USAGE was dircto:, to roorion!. 	 ;erk in cexh way as

to out ::m.jer :,.7f:ul.sis on the activation of his satellite oy,erations.•
Several discuz;ions were 'ad with :am by C. -3 between this (latc.and
12 Saotem'oer wh n it Ins reported the ..t USAGE's Hungoriam operational
possillitiee consisted of two 3...rge Groups, as follows:

A ion,: range oper.tion consistin- of a sleeping net of 2Q9-300
former radio techacians anc o,ertors of the Hungerian Army.

b. A .:roum of priests living in the West and in Hungary, who were
working with Hungarian youth groups in Graz, Vienna and Inne.xack
and who allezcay already had'an established commo link with
Hungary, via a railroad conductor on the Vienna-Budapest line.

USAGE then reeuested a three months' trial period for .t.e development of
these two operations, and on 22 October was allotted $1500 to finance such
Werk during•this period.

Earliest reports received from USAGE had indicated that he believed the
Jesuits constituted. the sole consolidated Hungarian block through whom
inteiliLence work might be accomplished, an& that he maintained contact
with a number of the leading Hungarian Jesuits in the West. Further, he
intimated that the Jesuits were indebted to him for (unspecified) aid
rendered them since the MinAenty trial, and in fact that Father Elemer
REISZ, leading Elingarian Jesuit in the Vest, had agreed not to undertake
any intelligence work for any group without prior discussiOn with USAGE.
Relations with Father REISZ presumably were further stren gthened in tlie
fall of 1950 when the latter entrusted a valuable Jesuit stamp collection
to USAGE for shipment to Rome (delivery arranged for by Pullach as a
personal favor to USAGE).

3. Thus, when USAGE outlined his operational possibilities in the fall o_f
.1950 and began to suoply the names of members of projected intelligence
nets, the following Jesuits figured prominently:

XX2	 FatherElemer REISZ
Father Ardor VIRAGH

XX4	 FatherIstvan BORBELY
XX-5 •	 Father Zoltan VARGA
XX-6	 Fe44eo Lajos MEZGAR
(XX,-7	 Hungarian priest school in Vienna).

Both of the operations described above (paragrapb 1 a and b) apparently
were the result of action taken by IL-2 and XX-5: •Fathers REISZ and VARGA
sent Antal 3ALINT (designated XX-55) on a trip to Hungary early in August
1950 to survey t'le general situation, and while there he organized the two
•groups. Both aoups, which were entirel: f separate, were to be place& at
the disposal of USAGE. The latter was in direct contact with XX-5 (Vather

•VARGA), who maintained contact with XX-55.

information on persons listed by USAGE as participants in his
 gLngarian operations is as follows:

a.



a. G-,..oun 1 (r:%dio onc:rators):

XX-200 Janos ETTER
)0C-210 Ferenc XAMSI
C-220 Istvan NAGY
C-230 Istvan MOTH

)C-24O Gem SZELISTYEI
LX-250 Jozsef PAAL

Each of the above net leaders, activated y 21-55 durinz his trip
to Hungary in August 1950, was to direct 5-8 radio operators (no

•names provided). In November 1950 Xcc-55 again went on a trip to
Hungary, for the purpose of activating new units which would work
on the same taret as that of the a')ove nets, penetration of the
Hnncarian Army, police and radio system.

b. Groun 2 (Driest-youth grouns):

XX-501 Ferenc KEPESZTES
XX-502 Lajos HOBUTH
X1403 Jeno BELEXI
'XIC4504 LajosAdATE
O-505 hone XEBESZTES .

:XX-506 Gaza HERCZEGH
XX-507 Lajos PETI
XX-508 Mrs. Ferenc MAGYAR
XX7509 Gaza GAZDAG

USAGE reported tbat the above group had .been "partially activatea,u
and that it already had a comma channel.

Members of the Hungarian. Catholic group living in the Vest and
, coonerating-inUSAGE l s work included five agents in Vienna, fourteen
agents i:.. Innbruck, and unspecified persons in Graz and Salzburg.,

Vienna:
XX-51 Kornai POLGAR
XX-60 Gyu/a DEUTSCH
XX-61 Erni, REMSTBEIT
X1-62 Magda HEBERSTBEIT
XX-52 Istvan HUANG=

Innsbruck:
riC-I6;:'Marthaf0ROSZ
•XX-17 s Sandor EAROBESCU
XX-18 Istvan BACSALMASSI
OX-53 Janos SAXOVITS

Endre HEBXI
XX45•Tibor HANAX

..XX..66 Ferenc HJRVATH
Denes JAIN

XL-68 Otto TABCISZXT
XX49, Ferenc ZSOX •
HXX+770 Xornelia BERSZEG

nvname:received
XX772 Erzsebet-LANCSECS,

Eya:MPRANYI

•
	 ^



yith

,1-e concerned, but ::.ssociated ,Ath Jesuit
indiected as

XX-15 k-orLy SZEYDY
C(-l9 Jeno ODAY
fl-21 Josef ZAGOIT
NX-56 Lasz1o:SEEM:1'.0SM

6. As of November 1950, the above names (plus brief descriptive statements)
and bare operational framework constituted all of the operational .data
received from USAGE; he was to develop his work from this basis. On
20 Yovember, however, word was received by Father Zoltan VARGA that IX-55
(Antal nal-el) had been killed as he tried to recross the border from
Hungary. It wc claimed that XX-55 had carried no written inforMation
and hati had no knowedge of the general 07:erational picture, but it was •
concluded that all persons contacted by hiu during the course of hi S trip
PArN+S.t.6.01,9NAig,..0113np-amons named above in paragraph 6 kv and. b)
Atterma were to oe mads"7-td vellify the news of the death of XX-55, it
all meubers of his "immediate circle" were to be "put on ice" until 1 Ite7 1951.

7. During the next few months USAGE attempted to activate other lines of
communication with Hiangary and in :Feb; 1951 claimed to have put two
such lines into operation. Both were to be directed by Odeon LUTA=
cc-l), described, as a formerHanarian diplomat in Vienna with whom USAGE

had maintained close contact :1F It would appear that followints the death
of XX-55, USAGE asked XCC-5 (Father VARGA) to nominate an "inconspicuous"
person as a starting point in the activation of the new communications
system, And that VARGA had recommended 0C-61 (Erne HEBERMEIT) and XX611
.(Otto SATTLER). Ilcults. ';thenarranged for VARGA to introduce KRIVACHT to
HEBERSTREIT, who became the XRIVACHT contact to net meners, and for
SATTLER to .provide contact with a second net.

1st line: XX-1 (Odeon XRIVACHY) through XX-611 (Otto SATTLER) to

X-612 XathGAUZER-i7:::. •.: Austrian RR emoloyee . contacted by
1X-611 in Vienna oa end of Vienna-Sopron-Burgenland run.

XX-613 Ferenc ?METH, Contacted by 2X-612 in Sopron.
XX-621 Laszlo VASS, in contact with fl-613 throursdl letterdrOp

(location unknown); . resident of Szombathely..

The net's intelligence emphasis was to be placed on OB collection,
end.XX-621 was to contact "XXHiqmpathizers" in the Szombathely-
-Pea-Nagykinitsa area for possible .recruitment.

b. 2nd line: XX-1 (Odeon XRIVACET) through XX-61 (Ernat HEBERSTREIT)

XX616 KarLRITTMENSX . conductor working on ViennaHegYshilOm
line, contactefOy-XX-61 in Vienna.

XX-615 Ferenc RADI:. RR employee working on RegyshalomBudapest
line, contacted by 0X-.616 in Ho,yyshalom.

XX614 SandoilISS, Contacted_ by 4-615 in BudapeSt for material•	
collected. by EX-614 from :X-618, X.X619,	 11-622..

7618 Lore MALASZY
..Raz6o FUEI

XX7620 Julia TOTH
=a

mi#41y-ARANTos

CZ;lAr4.4.4	 I	
Jh
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would	 roLiollt in	 of

of thq! "XX :;:roup." He was airccta by Fullae% not to take an
acti pn on this plan, ::.aveve, 	 of 7-.5.%cr

	

6. As of	 1O51, USAGE clai::.ed. that thc above lines were in px.j.tere
and that intull i,:ence proauction could begin as soon as net me:. :,bers were
nrovid with secret	 to be used -oy . 'zoth lines 1 and 2. Frooress
reports of 7 Ind. 21 ',larch, however, indicted that USAGE ha4 felt it
advisable to completely reorganize both lines. He stated that he felt that
it vas safer to use a girl rather than a man as chief agent in Hungary at
tsds tie, and that it was desirable to leave C(-6l4 (Sander KISS) in a

key position, becruse of his previous contact with Ina knowledge of XX-31
(a:rn6 EEB7RSTREIT). After reozi7ation, the two lines were oz follows:

a. 1st line: XX,1 (ERIVACHY) throng% )a,-.611 (SATTLER) to:

=7612 Karl GAUZER, Austrian BR emnloyee contacted by LX:-.611
in Vienna on end. of Vienna-Sopron-BurEenland run.

XX,615 Ferenc =MR; letter a'op contact between XX,-612 and
7,-513 under preparation. •

XX,-621 Laszlo VASS; letter drop c ntact -onto:men XX-.613 and
XX,621 IL-3er preparation.	 •

rk-622 MihnlyARANYOS; letter drop contact between M7,615
and. XX-622 under preparation.

b. Pne. line: XX-1 (KRIVACHY) through XX-611 (SATTLER) to:

O-612 Karl GAUZER, contacted by XX-S11 in Vienna as above.
XX-613 Fereac METH; letter dron contact with cc-6l2 under

prenaration; in contact with XX-624 thraugnnaamed
RR employee.

CC-624 Anna HENEZI, Budapest, who will be in direct contact
mith XX-614, XX-619, XX-625, XX-627

XX-614 Sandor KISS
XX-619 Rag so FOKI
)X-625 Andras JACICZA
XX-627 DRzse 1:ER1ES

c. 3r& line: XX-1 (KRIVACHY) through AX-61 (HE2E3.STREIT) * to:

O-616 Karl RITTUANY, RR conductor working on the Vienna-) Hegyshalom line, contacted by XX-61 in Vienna.
( 41 )	 XX-615 Ferenc RAM, RR employee working on HePTshalom-Euda-est

line, contacted by X4-616 in He4-vehalom. Letter drop
414	 contact with XX-616 n .k.r preparation; in direct

contact with XX-623.
XX-623 Ilona JAXAB, RR employee, Tata; in direct contact with

CC-6l8, X-20, XX-626, XX-62S.
XX7618 Imre HALASZY
XX-620 Julia TOTH
OX-326 Basso ROBVPI

4./P• XX-628 Jen° VINCZE

•
WLA-5519 ré:iorted that a line wsz in .operation between XX-611
(SATTLER) and XX-6l5 . (RADI) through XX-616 .(RITTKANN). According
to an earlier renOrt (MGLA-5508), however, this line wnP- repertee



routh	 Iz is be1ieve0.	 1:GLA.-:7519 %-as

incorrect and that this error	 ri:,e to

confv.:1n in 	 s to Whet:lor or not HnERST/EIT had been
USAGE.

d. Emercy line: VV-4 (unidentified agent :110 alle.l.edly will azse
n 2ocition as def of V:c. Visa and. Paceport Office of t'.'e Laetrian
L,;:ion in B.e.&:.:,est) as 	 i	 by USAGE to establin a
private courier line to his tie, who lives in Vienna, for
euor,ency use. Intellieence passing t'nroueh this line would be
l'eceivedby USAGE on the Austrian end, and in Hungary would be
-Ae::ed up by VV-4 from separate letter drops to be set u p 'by

XX-023 and CC-624.

e. Alternate line: In the event of a la-eak in contact between X1-523
• and XX-615, or between XIS-615 and 0X-516, xm-sn3 will inform CC-011

by ordinary mail (postcard usinz; the word ueasles). The line
from XX-611 to XX-623 could then be reestablished through n-613
and the "central letter drop."

9. Upon receipt of	 names of all of the persons associate& with the above
nets, Pullach provided the secret inks reeuested. by USAGE for the operations.
•USAGE ellegealy was "ready to roll" as of 21 Narch 1951, and. was informed
by Pullach at that time that at such time as full operational details were
forthcouing, the HunEarian project would be put into project form and the
fina.%cing of the operation could be discussed. On 25 April headquarters
sent Pullach a general statement of current target interest in Hungary,
and i:;.d.icated that a more specific brief could be provided when and if
USAGE actually developed operations to:and from Faingary. As of 15 June,
no further developments have been reported.

:Reports

10. As of :31 February 1951, a total of 20 reports had been received from
USAGE's Hungarian project, all of which allegedly passed. through the

- Hhands . of X0C-61 (HEBERSTREIT). The latter was held in e:Ttremely high
regard IT all American case officers who had had dealings with him, but
the reports produced. by the operation were uniformly evaluated as of
small value .- vague, overt, outdated, rumors, pa*ded. newspaper articles,
etc. Pullach l s positicin with regard. to the lbw caliber of reporting was.•
that POE case officers were not specialists on Hungarian affairs aad time
were in no position to determtne. the value of the reports or provide
guidance, .and that in submitt41 them USAGE had. specifically stated that
they probably . would. be of small interest arld: were being .passed on merely
for what they were worth; Pullach believed. that at least one of the-

•reports', on Soviet vehicle numbers, was of Sufficient' interest to Warrant
furtller.probing of the operation.' As of 15 June 1951; no fftrther reports
have been produced by the operation, Pullach has been provided with a
„general statement On Hungarian targets, and efforts are being made to
determine whether or not the reports uentioned above actrmlly did pass
thrOu.the hands of XX-6.
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1.	 T-	 (.-.).7.0 USAGE nubaitted to Pall	 V3 11122»11,0aS ba

of e oir anf=ct	 G.mdarmerie, toacther ,Jith statements
of the iatelliaence verk USAGE thoaaht the • roap woald "oe caa ,able of at
the aaeaaat tiao and. of Ja'-e sabotage aaa urZeaaraand resistaace
which it miat -be capable of ia tige of var. He stated that the last
Chief of t'ac Genda=erie and his Chief of Staff were now in t'ae West,
and urged consideration of the coaplex for aossible intelliaeace
cooperation. The study was transmitted to headomarters, with the
notation that after USAGE had provided the first contact with Members
of the Geadarmerie croup , he niaht be severed frog the operation to
devote his full energies to his own Huagariaa °aerations.

2	 action was taken by headquarters until 51 January 1251, when P-allach
cabled that USAGE was pressing for an answer on possible use of the
Gendarmerie. He stated that contact would. have to be established soon
or the aroun would. sec other sponsors, and. Pallach offered the sug.aestion
that Selwyn be authorized to contact the former Chief, Lajas DE BOBOLYI,
in Order to determine what the group ha& to offer. Heateuarters replied

• that theinformation on the Gendarmerie supplied to date was inadequate
as the basis for reaching a decision on use of the 'oup, but approved
the proaosition to debrief DE DOBOLYI. Salzburg was to be provided with

-a copy of the original report, and possibly to handle the case if the
debriefing indicated. promise.

3. On 23 end. 28 Yebruary L	 using. C___•	 :] identity, tad. with •
TE ,DOWLY1 in Salzburg and obtained from him his autobiography, further.
statement on the history and functions of the Gendarmerie, and his plans
for firaire activities of the aroup. In essence, DE DOBOLYI l s plan
called for the expenditure r.W. $2 500 per month for "organization,. research
and recruitaent":he proposeeto locate leaders (number unspecified but
presamably more than 20 of smell groups which would be developed. in. the
West; to send two couriers . from each group into Hungary to explore the •
situation ihltecrult chief agents in Hungary; and to instruct the nen,
screcraitea to spot and recruit for their own nets. Radio communication
.woula then be established between Hungary and agents in the West. She
.information was then put into project form by c_ —7 at which•timeait
was more than clev,Atilt_las yet we had nothing more than a grandiose a a •
scheme: no names weee . submitted, although it was promised that both names

:and biographical material and photos on all persons under consideration
"foiathe work would be forthcoming.

a	 a4r,„1-au,kaa
No information was received. from the "*, the debriefing results were
poUched to headquarters (8 March 1 . 71 )until 3 April, when Piollach .
requested permission to hand the case over to the Salzburg station for.
study. •Permission was granted, and on 	 April Fullach and Salzburg •

• case officers met to discuss the question ef the Gendarmerie's intelligence
potentialities and the possible handling of DE DpOLYI by Salzburg; .
Salzburg officers stated umeeuivacably at this time thatahey Adia not
believafu±ther e yploration of(DE DOBOLYIsl.plan was indicated" and • • .
reComa‘nded that the matter be dropped. • Salzbuit was requested by P-allach
case officers to :submit the reasonsaforihttArecommendation tCaheadqUarters,
and np information has been received on the case since the receiptaf this'- •memo . in - APril 1951, It • . 's assumed frog the tenor of PUllach dispatches,
rather' tha.r. fron any apecific stateteat, that the Case is considered as

pataaata	 ..t.a:t	 •aa
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aE a:Led.%

For	 com27.,te statement ri:de by Salzburg on DE DOBOIYI and the
Hunrian GenaarLierie as described by DE DOMOLYI, see liASA-445.
It seems indiceted, in brief, that IS DOMOLYI has misrepresented
both his own position and motives and the composition and ais of
the Lr3up he claims to head: ;de is a politician rather than a
Gendarme, and makes la:;:e claims wldch he is unable to substantiate.
It was concluded by Salzburg that there miEht be a definite potential
amonz the refaGee Hungarian Gendarmes bat that any exploitation should
be carried out on a strictly individual basis.

lEungarian Exile Press Evaluation Project 

In April 1950 Pullach requested a decision as to whether USAGE shaald
be permitted to evaluate and report on the HUngarian exile press. It
was stated that the number of organs being published now was limited
and that contact was maintained by certain ones with valuable sources
tlf 'inforuation in Hungary.

• The 'Proposal was iumediately turned down by headquarters, on the Grounds
that any publications which mio.ht be likegr to contain information of
.operational vAlue could be obtained and evaluated through our own
Channels. -

• InAugust 1950 USAGE was about to be told that any work such as he
proposed would just be • a duplication of work done at a higher level;
but that if he desired to do this work for his own o perations and at
his own .expense he was free to do so. At about this time he submitted.
an "Index System for Current Events" for which he desired additionrl,
funds, and there was some feeling. that the Hungarian exile press

.evaluation schema had perhaps been but an opening wedge for getting
:.•:.-412nds for the larger index work.

operational information2gEtli s evaluations at hand indicating
. that ESAGE's HUngarian net was turning in data which was overt, of
newspaper type, etc., possibly USAa l s XX group-vas the same group of

.persons 'he previously had, been atteupting to promote for press evaluation
work. • Pullach indicated agreement that this was a possibility, which . I•
developt=ents might prove or disprove, but no:ta.1....s transpired to •
clarify the matter one way or the other.

• Headonarters made the	 Q1 in Feb_ l v.195 that, ih the absence



Tn the	 e'	 USAGE submitted t':.ree projects (114, 115 and 11C.,) to
ZIPPER which had as their aim the emploitation of his connections
Censtantin PAPASACE, Iron Guard leader who allegedly maintained contact
vith 1• :1s loyal adherents in Rumania. These projects were analysed in
Wazhnton ana aproval was given for their activation, despite a 1.:xic

of any great enthusiasm for giving saoport to the PAPANACE froup and
the reclizatin that the three projects might prove to be as much under
the control of the PAPAPACE political organisation as under the control
of IIPPER. At this point, however, ZIPPER arrived at the decision to
drop USAGE and when direct supervision was assumed by Pullach it vas
learned from. him that the proposed. operations were notional, although
:his relationship with PAPANACE was bona fide. USAGE then. promised to
nrovide the true facts regarding his uossibilities for mounting
operations into Rumemia via PAPANACE channels, and presumably set about
drawinm up detailed and comprehensive reports on this subject..

2. The 'promised renorts and emrts on Rumania. p ie awaited with decreasing..
entimism from January 1950 until February 1951, when the7 were finally
produc. During this period USAGE made several allegations that other
intellieej,.ce services, Llotably the British, vere making attetpts to
approach USAGE for operational purposes, but consistently maintained .
that PAPANACE was personally loyal to himself and would not gnter into
any intelligence relations without prier clearance with USAGE.

3. Raving been notified in August 1950 that he faced lost of American
support , unless. he =ad get his satellite operations under way, in
November' 1950 USAGE requested authorization and documentation for a
trip to be made to Rome by himself and Jon MARGARIT, Iron Guard leader
in Austria, to confer with PAPANACE. Pullada brevided . the desire&
facilities, in the interests of getting the long delayed Rumanian
oper,tIone into an active state, and then awaited results. As of
•February 1951, the full details of the trip still had hot been obtained,
although by this time USAGE had rendered veumihous retorts consisting
of a history of Rumania. the Macao—Rumanians . and the Iron Guard Move— -
ment,. a listing of:PARLEACE l s chief followers in the Vest, and a limited
amount of information on a courier line which might have access to
interesting material. The 'operation which he proposed, in effect, • .
amounted to purchase. by us of the PAPANACE group or movement, was almost
totally lacking in operational data essential to 	 assessment of the
meritsef the proposal, and called Mr the.enpenditure of a lareiamolimt.-
of money. over a .further period of some months, for probing activitY 	 •
which. would net us little more than an indication of whethen;or not a
productive operation was feasible. •

Upon rec66pt of the reports and the proposal, the entire question of
the USAGE/PAPAYACE operation was taken up with the Ru manian Dealz, SDP.
The latter requested the views of the C._ J station and received the
information that [1 , had a highly sensitive source who was in productive
contact with both PAPANACE and his secretary, who also figared in the

. USAGE plan, and that' neitLr of the latter two caald be taken on without
the knowledge of the Italian IS. FDP accorainly was unwilling to •support



It

the project particularly in view of USAGE'S de2onstrated unmillikness
to provicis essential operational data.	 On 11 April 1951	 was

inforned that the USAGE/PAPÃNKCE operation was disapproved.

/1,!Almt of Persons propoted for thlt operation, and the backsround dtUdies
and:reerts su'nlied by USAGE will be found in the Ruranian File.
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1. As of 15 Auto 1981 VIMOB I s operational status would appear to be
as follows;

a. Austria: Since March imp have been awaiting operational
data and information on compliance by UlAda with instructions
on reorganisation of the Austrian nets. The sole item
received recently is his Developaental Project 81:2012,
which sannot be considered to be more than abgef statement;
operational details and biographical material '% totally
lacking.

b. beanis; MAGI ts sole icamlian prospect Wad with the
disapproval of the PAPANA02 operation.

O. Weal At least three communioatioas lines running into
Hungary are algae& by USAG11, but all three appear
dependent venues of letter drops which at last report
were merely 'under preparation." Operational details
have not been sopPlied and proposals have never reached
project basis. The Rungarlailoadarmerie ease is considered
to be closed.

2. It seas. *parent that while Pollack relations with USA= have been
cordial1. and while.V1A031 has professed to be coipletely iooperative,
Puna& has not bees ma& more successful than SWIRL& terms of
oyerall results, and. that failure in both instances sorbs attklbuted
to the ease 'cause; failure or refusal by WJAM to suPPXY operations'
data. AM present we. appear to be conaitted to a further period of

• waiting to see whether 178A02 will produce an concrete informatios
en his Aungarkiaprojeot, on Which his future with us depends. His
Past motile being able to cow up with countless new proposals,
therehfi de/mying aardeeision on his work, makes it desirehle.that
a tins hut be set at the end of . Which tine he will either have
Avioing operation into Hungry or be severed from Winch. 2i.
reason is found for giving him one more chance: it has been appro.:,
taste], one year Cad August 1950) minim ., he was given his last "oni
more Chances and there appears to be *little hope that he will ever
develop inte .a first class agent.


